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MCE335 - Mobilna bateria Power Bank Maclean 24600mAh Power Delivery PD 140W
FastQuickSupe

from 103,58 EUR
Item no.: 381925

shipping weight: 1.00 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Maclean MCE335 is a perfect solution for people who need a reliable power source while traveling, during trips to nature or in emergency situations. With a huge power of 140 W
and a capacity of 24600 mAh, it is ready to meet your energy needs at any time.The large capacity of 24,600 mAh is enough to charge your smartphone, tablet or other electronic
device several times without worrying about the battery running out. The USB-C output with a power of up to 140 W will also allow you to charge a laptop or MacBook. In addition,
the power bank is compatible with various fast charging technologies, such as Fast Charge and Quick Charge, so you can charge your devices even faster.In addition to 2 USB-C
ports, the powerbank is equipped with a USB-A output with a maximum power of 22.5 W, thanks to which it is possible to charge up to 3 devices simultaneously.The built-in display
allows you to monitor current parameters, such as the percentage of charge and the currently used power of each port. It is possible to turn off the screen.The powerbank has been
designed with durability and strength in mind. Thanks to its solid casing and carefully crafted components, this power bank will survive many adventures and journeys.Despite its
powerful power, it is relatively light and compact, which makes it easy to carry in a bag or backpack. You can take it wherever you need extra energy.This power bank combines
high capacity, powerful power and reliability, which makes it a perfect companion when traveling, working in the field or in emergency situations. Thanks to it, you can be sure that
your devices will always be ready to operate, regardless of the circumstances.Specification- Producer: Maclean- Model: MCE335- Nominal capacity: 24600 mAh 88.56 Wh-
Capacity: 15000 mAh- USB-C ports - output and input power: 5V - 3A, 9V - 3A, 12V - 3A, 15V - 3A, 20V - 5A, 28V - 5A, 140W Max- USB-A port - output power: 5V - 3A, 9V - 2A,
10V - 2.25A, 12V - 1.5A, 22.5W Max- Operating temperature range: charging - from 0°C to 45°C; Discharging - from 15°C to 60°C (outside the operating temperature range,
charging (or discharging) will stop. Once returned to operating temperature, charging will resume automatically. Plug in, unplug, or press the button to resume dischargingSet
contains- Powerbank 24600mAh 140W Maclean MCE335- USB-C cable- Storage bag- User manual- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures- High capacity of 24,600 mAh allows you to
charge your devices multiple times- Thanks to the powerful power of 140 W, it is able to power even more demanding devices- Support for fast charging in the Quick Charge, Fast
Charge, Super Charge standards- A perfect companion when traveling, working in the field or in emergency situations- 2 USB-C ports and one USB-A port allow you to charge 3
devices simultaneously- Clear display- Durable construction- Compact design- USB-C cable included
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